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The authors of the two commentaries that follow have
done a service to the folding community by presenting
their contrasting views of the concept of nucleation in
protein folding. The realization that folding might resem-
ble the process of crystallization is an old one that can be
traced back to Pauling. The seductive term ‘nucleation’ is
familiar to most scientists despite the complexity of defin-
ing that word precisely for many situations. Workers in
physical chemistry are quite aware of the difficulties in
even formulating a quantitative nucleation theory.
Although the idea was introduced by Becker, Doering,
and Frenkel earlier in this century, there have been quan-
titative arguments about the nature of nucleation in
simple systems such as crystallizing liquids that rage up
until the present day. This is why metallurgy is by no
means a dead subject. Thus, it is no surprise that in the
context of protein folding many different ideas about
nucleation would be bandied about. 
Many of the qualitative notions of nucleation theory are
still unconnected from precise quantifications of the
kinetic process. The status of the issue is made clear by
noting that neither commentary mentions how one could
compute a folding rate de novo using either nucleation
picture. A precise definition requires such an algorithmic
recipe. In this situation, it seems clear that Thirumalai is
using the term ‘nucleus’ in the sense of a critical nucleus
that determines rates through an activation free energy in
a Kramers-like description, whereas Shakhnovich intro-
duces another specific term, ‘postcritical nucleus’, which
has some additional criteria on the transmission factor
involved in its formulation. The latter may prove to be an
interesting concept for visualizing the folding process.
We can see that the term ‘nucleus’ in protein folding has
clearly evolved since the earliest times when it seemed to
mean a pre-existing structure in the denatured ensemble.
It is quite useful, therefore, that the authors of these com-
mentaries quote directly the definitions that were used at
the time the various papers were published. In fact, most
readers will be able to see that real progress has been
made over the years of discussion of this concept. The
study of simple models has now prepared the way for
quantitatively addressing the factors that determine the
folding speeds of real proteins in the laboratory.
